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ABSTRACT SOUTHERN OCEAN CLIMATOLOGY (P6, P7)
We demonstrate here recent advances to incorporate sea ice thickness estimates in operational products for integration 
with climate models and sea ice forecasting Examples are from a collection of papers which characterize the quality ofwith climate models and sea ice forecasting. Examples are from a collection of papers which characterize the quality of 
ship-based observations and ice chart products Findings show these products provide a valuable resource forship-based observations and ice chart products. Findings show these products provide a valuable resource for 
validating and improving climate models and regional ice forecast systems Quantifying the uncertainties also providesvalidating and improving climate models and regional ice forecast systems. Quantifying the uncertainties also provides 
users with decision making information when evaluating these products for their applications. These scientific effortsusers with decision making information when evaluating these products for their applications. These scientific efforts 
serve as a framework for guiding future improvements in operational ice chart products and developments. g g p p p p

CASE STUDY: THE ROSS SEA (P1  P2  P3)CASE STUDY: THE ROSS SEA (P1, P2, P3)
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P3 Figure 1: Example from both data
P3. Figure 2: Data quality. Panel (a) shows scatter plot

Figure 6: Example of ice thickness proxies from ice charts. Ice
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P3. Figure 1: Example from both data
archives May June 1998 cruise over laid

comparing ship‐ and ice chart ‐derived ice thickness.
d l d ( ) d chart polygons contain sea ice stage‐of‐development
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J   F  M  A  M  J   J A   S   O  N   D J   F  M  A  M  J   J A   S   O  N   Darchives. May‐June 1998 cruise over laid
on an ice chart for the week of 1 June

Uncertainties developed in P1: Geiger (2006) and P2:
W b t l (2008) P l (b) h hi b ti information. Regions contain the relative amount of each range
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Figure 7: The climatology of thickness distribution by region.
Plots of weekly thickness distribution to resolve the seasonal

on an ice chart for the week of 1 June
1998. The segment of ship track

Worby et al (2008). Panel (b) shows ship observations
distributed in 0 10 m bins with panel (c) illustrating the of sea ice thicknesses from a sample weekly ice chart by
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Plots of weekly thickness distribution to resolve the seasonal
cycle of sea ice in regions of the Southern Ocean

1998. The segment of ship track
coincident with ice chart dates is

distributed in 0.10‐m bins with panel (c) illustrating the
same records re‐binned into ice chart thickness ranges integrating relative ice thickness fractions from individual

polygons to regional totals

cycle of sea ice in regions of the Southern Ocean.
emphasized. Sample egg code shows

same records re‐binned into ice chart thickness ranges
(solid black line). Panel (c) shows average and integrated polygons to regional totals.

properties within a sample polygon.
(solid black line). Panel (c) shows average and integrated
thickness computed from distributions. Integrated

DATA CONSISTENCY & QUALITY (P4 P7)
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method most effective as found in P6 and P7. DATA CONSISTENCY & QUALITY (P4 – P7)
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Figure 8: Testing data set quality for model grid resolutions.
The comparison examines resolution errors between ship
b ti d i h t f ti f fobservations and ice charts as a function of seasons for

summer (DJF) fall (MAM) winter (JJA) spring (SON)summer (DJF), fall (MAM), winter (JJA), spring (SON).
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Figure 9: Impact on volume calculation when averagingFigure 9: Impact on volume calculation when averaging
thickness distribution versus retaining thickness distributionthickness distribution versus retaining thickness distribution
when upscaling. Because sea ice thickness is not normallyp g y
distributed, the process of averaging decreases the total seap g g
ice volume estimate with roughly a 25% relativeTransition Year 

underestimate in winter and over 50% relativeto GIS

underestimate at summer minimum growth.

SUMMARYFigure 10: Consistency of ice charting. We use the measure SUMMARYg y g
of relative polygon shape as a metric to gauge ice chart Through these studies, we continue to develop systematic

consistency. Prior to the 1998 transition into electronic ice methods to test and evaluate the efficacy of ice charts and

charts, there is a consistent mapping techniques in hand‐
d h h l l h h

ship observations as resources for climate studies. To date,
th i ti l b l t fdrawn ice charts. The 1998 transition year clearly shows how
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there remains no routine global‐coverage measurements of
sea ice thickness from spaceborne or airborne instrumentschanges in procedures alter this consistency. Analysis of new

electronic chart practices are underway to evaluate

sea ice thickness from spaceborne or airborne instruments.
These studies provide surrogate measurements whichelectronic chart practices are underway to evaluate

consistency of charts from 1999‐present and compare these

These studies provide surrogate measurements which,
when carefully bounded with documented uncertainties,consistency of charts from 1999‐present and compare these

to hand‐drawn practices. These evaluations are critical to

when carefully bounded with documented uncertainties,
provide both validation and evaluation of past and currentP3 Figure 3: Annual to interannual variability of mean ice thickness for each polygon within weekly ice charts using ice type to hand drawn practices. These evaluations are critical to

establishing the climatological value of ice charts for

p p
conditions of sea ice which can one day be integrated with

P3. Figure 3: Annual to interannual variability of mean ice thickness for each polygon within weekly ice charts using ice type
as a proxy record Each panel is a sample weekly ice chart in the middle of each season g g

modeling applications.

y g
systematic global‐coverage measurements.

as a proxy record. Each panel is a sample weekly ice chart in the middle of each season.
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